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Abstract—In 12-lead electrocardiography�ECG�, detection of
myocardial ischemia is based on ST-segment changes in exer-
cise testing. Magnetocardiography�MCG� is a complementary
method to the ECG for a noninvasive study of the electric
activity of the heart. In the MCG, ST-segment changes due to
stress have also been found in healthy subjects. To further
study the normal response to exercise, we performed MCG
mappings in 12 healthy volunteers during supine bicycle ergo-
metry. We also recorded body surface potential mappings
�BSPM� with 123 channels using the same protocol. In this
paper we compare, for the first time, multichannel MCG re-
corded in bicycle exercise testing with BSPM over the whole
thorax in middle-aged healthy subjects. We quantified changes
induced by the exercise in the MCG and BSPM with param-
eters based on signal amplitude, and correlation between signal
distributions at rest and after exercise. At the ST-segment and
T-wave apex, the exercise induced a magnetic field component
outward the precordium and the minimum value of the MCG
signal over the mapped area was found to be amplified. The
response to exercise was smaller in the BSPM than in the
MCG. A negative component in the MCG signal at the repo-
larization period of the cardiac cycle should be considered as a
normal response to exercise. Therefore, maximum ST-segment
depression over the mapped area in the MCG may not be an
eligible parameter when evaluating the presence of ischemia.

Keywords—Magnetocardiography, Body surface potential
mapping, Exercise test, Myocardial ischemia. ©2001 Bio-
medical Engineering Society. �DOI: 10.1114/1.1376388�

INTRODUCTION

Twelve-lead exercise electrocardiography�ECG� is a
well standardized and widely used diagnostic and prog-
nostic test for evaluation of patients with ischemic heart
disease. Magnetocardiography�MCG� records the mag-
netic field induced by the same bioelectric currents giv-

ing rise to the ECG. In spite of the great clinical signifi-
cance of the exercise ECG, few studies on stress MCG
have been reported.1,2,4,6,8,12,17,18,22

In principle, the MCG is more sensitive than the ECG
to tangential currents in the heart.23 The MCG is also
sensitive to circular vortex currents, not detectable by the
ECG and it has been shown to contain information
complementary to the ECG.2,9,16 In the normal heart, the
main direction of the activation wave front is radial,
from the endocardium to the epicardium. Thus the MCG
may show deviations from the normal activation direc-
tion induced by, e.g., myocardial ischemia with better
accuracy than the ECG.19 Myocardial ischemia can be
detected by measuring the orientation of the magnetic
field recorded in exercise MCG testing.8

Body surface potential mapping�BSPM�, covering an
extensive area of the thorax, offers a superior spatial
resolution compared to the 12-lead ECG. The BSPM is
also more sensitive than the 12-lead ECG to myocardial
ischemia in coronary artery disease�CAD�.24 Recordings
of the BSPM and MCG in the same subjects allow a
comprehensive study of magnetic and electric signals of
cardiac origin.

For clinical applications, it is essential to know typical
changes caused by physical exercise in the MCG of
healthy subjects. Also, ST-segment changes found in the
MCG but not in multilead ECG in healthy subjects dur-
ing stress1,2 need further examination. In previous exer-
cise MCG studies, BSPM has covered only a limited
area of the thorax and in most studies only few subjects
were included. No exercise studies combining MCG and
BSPM data in middle-aged male subjects, the group with
the highest risk of CAD, have been reported. In this
study, we combine multichannel MCG with BSPM re-
corded in exercise testing over the whole thorax. The
aim was to explore the changes induced by exercise in
the MCG of middle-aged healthy subjects and to com-
pare them with changes found in the BSPM. Interindi-
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vidual variations in the MCG and BSPM signal distribu-
tion were also quantified and compared.

METHODS

Subjects

The study group comprised 12 healthy volunteers�11
males, 1 female� with the mean age of 54 years�range
45–64 years�. None of the subjects had a history of
cardiovascular disease. In all subjects, the standard exer-
cise ECG and transthoracic echocardiography were nor-
mal. All subjects gave informed consent for the study.

Exercise Measurements

Exercise MCG and BSPM measurements were per-
formed in the magnetically shielded room�MSR� of the
BioMag Laboratory at the Helsinki University Central
Hospital.14 Magnetocardiograms were recorded using a
67-channel cardiomagnetometer with seven coaxial and
60 planar first-order dc-superconducting quantum inter-
ference device�SQUID� gradiometers.11 The sensors are
placed in a hexagonal array�Fig. 1� on a slightly curved
bottom of a Dewar with an inner radius of 30 cm. In the
recordings, the signals were bandpass filtered to 0.03–
300 Hz and digitized with a sampling frequency of 1
kHz.

In the BSPM measurements, unipolar potentials were
recorded at 120 locations covering the whole thorax.20 In
addition, three limb leads were recorded with electrodes
on the right and left shoulder and the left hip. Wilson
central terminal was used as a reference for the unipolar
leads. The 120 Ag/AgCl electrodes were mounted on 18
strips with an interelectrode distance of 5 cm. The strips
were placed on the subject’s thorax vertically and their
horizontal spacing was determined using the dimensions
of the upper body. Altogether 45 of the electrodes were

on the posterior thorax. The front-end electronics of the
mapping system was placed inside the MSR, and the
recorded data were transferred optically to a personal
computer controlling the data acquisition outside the
MSR. After bandpass filtering from 0.16 to 300 Hz, the
signals were digitized with the sampling rate of 1 kHz.

Physical stress was induced using an exercise ergo-
meter constructed specially for magnetocardiographic
measurements. The ergometer was composed of nonmag-
netic materials, and induces no notable magnetic fields.
The ergometer is pedaled in a supine position, and dif-
ferent load levels can be applied.

The center of the cardiomagnetometer was placed 15
cm below the jugulum and 5 cm left of the midsternal
line �Fig. 1�. Distance from the chest was set to enable
maximal inhalation without a contact between skin and
the bottom of the magnetometer. Simultaneously with the
MCG, the 12-lead ECG was recorded. After a measure-
ment at rest for 5 min, exercise was started and the load
was increased every 2 min. The cessation criteria for the
stress were as recommended for the standard exercise
ECG testing.5 After exercise, the measurement was con-
tinued for 10 min during recovery.

The MCG and BSPM measurements were performed
separately during the same day. In one half of the sub-
jects the MCG was recorded first. In both recordings, the
same exercise protocol was used. The same three limb
lead reference electrodes were used both in the MCG
and BSPM.

Signal Processing

MCG and BSPM data at rest and immediately after
the cessation of exercise were selectively averaged. First,
channels with excessive noise level were excluded from
further analysis. A template beat of raw data with good
signal quality in visual observation was then selected. In
order to establish the baseline level, a regression line was
fitted on two sets of data points, selected at a PQ interval
and at the next TP interval on each channel. In the case
of high heart rate with nondetectable TP interval, two
consecutive PQ intervals were used. To cancel linear
baseline shift the line was subtracted from the signal.
The baseline-corrected beats of raw data were then com-
pared with the template. A range of acceptable data val-
ues, called a tube, was formed around the template. The
tube was calculated by shifting the template both in time
and amplitude directions resulting in envelope curves
above and below the template.15,21 The shift in time was
�5 ms. To reject artifacts, the template was compared
with the first cardiac cycle of raw data and if the candi-
date beat did not fit inside the tube it was excluded from
the average. The cumulative average was used as the
template for the next candidate beat. Both at rest and
after the cessation of exercise, 40 cardiac cycles of raw

FIGURE 1. Positioning of the MCG sensor array over the
chest. The circles show the locations of axial gradiometers
detecting �Bz Õ�z, while the squares refer to planar gradiom-
eter units detecting �Bz Õ�x and �Bz Õ�y.
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data were processed. In calculating the envelope curves,
the amplitude shift of the template was adjusted to in-
clude approximately one half of the candidate beats in
the average. If, e.g., less than 20 beats were included in
the average the tube was broadened and the averaging
was done over.

Five time points of cardiac cycle in the MCG and
BSPM were determined using the signal-averaged data
of the ECG lead II�Fig. 2�. These time points were:�1�
the QRS onset,�2� the QRS offset�Jpoint), �3� 60 ms
from the Jpoint into the ST segment�J60), �4� T-wave
apex �Tmax), and �5� the mid point of Jpoint and Tmax

(ST50). Two time instants of the ST segment were thus
selected for evaluation;J60 fixed in time and ST50 fixed
in signal morphology.

To make the signals of the two types of gradiometers
comparable, the signal-averaged 67-channel MCG data
were converted to correspond to data of 33 coaxial gra-
diometers. Here, we used minimum-norm estimation of
the source current distribution.3,13 The obtained virtual
sensors were located at the sites of planar and axial
gradiometer units in the cardiomagnetometer�see the
Appendix�.

Three amplitude values�J60, ST50, and Tmax) were
measured on each channel of both MCG and BSPM data

at rest and at the cessation of exercise. Also, the average
signal from QRS onset to QRS offset�QRS integral� was
determined on each channel. For quantification of the
signal amplitude, the minimum and maximum signal val-
ues were determined in each subject and in each time
point.

The range of the QRS complex in the MCG mapping
was calculated as the difference between the highest and
the lowest signal value detected over the mapped area
from the QRS onset to the QRS offset�QRS range�. In a
similar way, the ST-segment range was calculated be-

TABLE 1. Amplitude ranges of QRS complex and ST segment
at rest and at the cessation of exercise in the MCG and BSPM.

Mean � SD over individuals
within the study group

QRS range ST range

MCG rest (pT) 37.3�7.9 3.4�2.0
MCG exercise (pT) 33.6�8.2a 4.5�1.9b

BSPM rest (�V) 3320�550 420�90
BSPM exercise (�V) 3290�850 430�130

ap�0.005 vs rest.
bp�0.008 vs rest.

FIGURE 2. Signal of ECG lead II recorded
at rest „above… and immediately after ex-
ercise „below…, showing the time instants
selected for the evaluation. In the ST seg-
ment, ST50 is in the middle of Jpoint and
Tmax , while J60 is 60 ms after the Jpoint .
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tween theJpoint and the ST50 �ST range�. The correspond-
ing electric potential ranges were calculated using the
BSPM data.

For the illustration of spatial signal distributions, both
the MCG and the BSPM isocontour maps were interpo-
lated from the data using minimum-norm estimation3,13

�see the Appendix�. Also, to characterize the field distri-
bution in the whole study group, MCG and BSPM
group-mean maps were calculated as the mean of indi-
vidual maps.

A group-mean map characterizes the spatial features
of the signal distribution as an average over all subjects
in the study group. To quantify the variance in the dis-
tributions within the group, the correlation of signal val-
ues in each individual map with the values in the group-
mean map was calculated. Here, the Pearson product-
moment correlation was used. The capability of the
group-mean map to describe the field pattern of the
whole study group was quantified with the mean of the
correlations.

To evaluate the effect of exercise, individual and
group-mean difference maps were formed by subtracting
the spatial MCG and BSPM distributions at rest from the
corresponding distributions immediately after exercise.
The alterations in the signal distributions from rest to the
cessation of exercise were quantified by calculating the
correlations of the MCG and BSPM maps at rest with
the corresponding maps at the cessation of exercise. The
calculation was performed in each subject and in all time
points selected for evaluation. The degree of change due
to exercise in the whole study group was quantified as
the mean of the correlations. Also, the correlation of the
group-mean map at rest with the group-mean map at the
cessation of exercise was calculated to assess the effect
of exercise.

The significance level of difference between the pa-
rameters calculated at rest and at the cessation of exer-
cise was defined with Wilcoxon signed ranks test for two

dependent samples. Valuesp�0.05 were considered sig-
nificant.

RESULTS

Heart Rate

On the average, the heart rate in the MCG measure-
ments increased from 65�11 beats per minute�bpm� at
rest to 127�14 bpm after exercise, and in the BSPM
measurements from 69�10 to 134�16 bpm. The differ-
ence in the maximum heart rates reached in the MCG
and BSPM recordings was not significant�p�0.3�.

Signal Ranges

The mean QRS-complex and ST-segment ranges over
all subjects at rest and at the cessation of exercise are
presented in Table 1 for the MCG and BSPM. The MCG
signal range of the QRS complex was lower and the
ST-segment range higher at the cessation of exercise
compared with values at rest�p�0.005 andp�0.008,
respectively�.

Signal Amplitudes

The highest and the lowest MCG and BSPM signal
values within the mapped area are presented in Table 2.
In the BSPM, the alterations in potential values from rest
to the cessation of exercise were not significant. In the
MCG, an amplification was found in the negative field
extremum in all three time points evaluated. Also, an
increase atJ60 and a decrease atTmax took place in the
highest MCG signal value over the mapped area�Table
2�.

Spatial Patterns

QRS Complex. The MCG and BSPM group-mean maps
of QRS integral and the corresponding group-mean dif-

TABLE 2. The highest and the lowest amplitudes detected at the time points evaluated.

Mean � SD over all subjects
J60 ST50 Tmax

max min max min max min

MCG rest (pT) 0.9�0.6 �1.1�0.7 1.5�0.9 �1.7�1.0 6.0�1.9 �5.7�2.7
MCG exercise (pT) 1.2�0.6a �2.7�1.3b 1.5�0.8 �3.0�1.3c 4.5�2.0d �7.6�2.9e

BSPM rest (�V) 240�60 �50�20 350�80 �60�40 650�170 �230�60
BSPM exercise (�V) 280�120 �60�30 310�130 �60�30 610�240 �170�50

ap�0.03 vs rest.
bp�0.002 vs rest.
cp�0.002 vs rest.
dp�0.04 vs rest.
ep�0.02 vs rest.
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ference maps are presented in Fig. 3. The spatial patterns
of the BSPM maps were almost similar at rest and at the
cessation of exercise, but the potential values decreased
over the anterior chest. The correlations of individual
maps with the group-mean map were, on the average,
0.84 at rest and 0.76 at the cessation of exercise.

In the MCG, the field maximum in the group-mean
QRS integral map was found at the same location before
and after exercise�Fig. 3�. The spatial pattern of the
group-mean integral map at the cessation of exercise
differed from that at rest, but the individual variation in
the maps was extensive; the correlation of the individual
MCG maps with the group-mean map was on the aver-
age 0.71 at rest and only 0.44 after exercise.

In the group-mean difference maps�Fig. 3�, the nega-
tive MCG and BSPM values indicate a decrease in the
integral value over most of the mapped area due to
exercise. In the individual BSPM maps, both the largest
and the smallest integral value were lower after exercise
when compared to rest�p�0.005�. In the MCG, the
maximum integral value within the mapped area was
smaller at exercise than at rest�p�0.003�, but the value
of the integral minimum did not change significantly.

ST Segment. The MCG and BSPM group-mean distribu-
tions at J60 are presented in Fig. 4. The BSPMs at rest
showed a potential maximum over the precordium. The
positive potential extended over the anterior thorax,
while the right superior and the posterior parts of the
thorax had a weak negative potential. After exercise, the
signal patterns showed only small changes when com-
pared to maps at rest. Mean correlations of individual
maps with the group-mean maps at rest and after exer-
cise were 0.91 and 0.86, respectively.

In spite of considerable individual variation in the rest
MCG maps atJ60, a tendency of a positive field extre-
mum on the inferior half and negative extremum on the
superior half of the mapped area was observed�Fig. 4�.
The amplitudes of both the highest and the lowest signal
values increased from rest to the cessation of exercise
�Table 2�. Mean correlations of individual maps with the
group-mean maps were lower than in the BSPM: 0.70 at
rest and 0.80 at the cessation of exercise, indicating
higher variance in the spatial signal patterns within the
study group.

Both BSPM and MCG group-mean distributions at
ST50 �Fig. 5� were almost similar as the corresponding

FIGURE 3. Group-mean isointegral maps of the QRS complex: MCG „above… and BSPM „below… „a… at rest and „b… at the
cessation of exercise. „c… The change in the maps from rest to the cessation of exercise. The steps between two consecutive
lines are 0.5 pT „MCG…, and 50 �V „BSPM…. Solid lines indicate positive and dotted lines negative field or potential. Broken curve
indicates the zero signal. In the MCG maps, positive values indicate magnetic flux towards the chest. In the potential maps,
torso silhouettes represent the potential over the anterior chest „left…, and over the back „right….

FIGURE 4. Group-mean maps at J60 : MCG „above… and BSPM „below… „a… at rest and „b… after exercise. „c… The difference maps.
In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 0.5 pT, and in the BSPM 50 �V. The format is the same as
in Fig. 3.
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maps atJ60. A dominant BSPM maximum was detected
over the precordium at rest and at the cessation of exer-
cise. The BSPM group mean difference distribution in-
dicated small alteration from rest to the cessation of
exercise. In contrast, relatively high negative values in
the MCG group-mean difference map showed a depres-
sion in the signal due to exercise. The mean correlation
of individual maps with the group-mean maps was
higher in BSPM than in MCG, both at rest�0.92 and
0.79, respectively� and at exercise�0.88 and 0.82, re-
spectively�.

T wave. The group-mean BSPM maps both at rest and at
the cessation of exercise were dominated by a positive
area over the precordium and lower left thorax atTmax

�Fig. 6�. Potential minimum was located over the upper
right part of the torso, and the negative potential ex-
tended over the superior and right lateral thorax. In the
group-mean difference map, a minor decrease in poten-
tial over the superior precordium and an increase over
the inferior precordium were detected from rest to exer-
cise. The correlation of individual isopotential maps with
the group-mean map was high both at rest and at exer-
cise �mean 0.95 and 0.94, respectively�, indicating low
individual variation in the maps.

The group-mean MCG maps atTmax had a maximum
both at rest and after stress over the lower right half of
the mapped area�Fig. 6�. The corresponding minima
were located over the upper left part of the mapped area;
the field patterns were thus approximately perpendicular
with the BSPM group-mean maps. A shift and bending
of the spatial zero field line downwards and to the right
took place after stress when compared to rest. A decrease
in the MCG signal values from rest to the cessation of
exercise was detected in the difference maps. The group-
mean difference map showed a monopolar field pattern
over the mapped area. The mean correlations of indi-
vidual maps with the group-mean maps were 0.92 at rest
and 0.90 at exercise.

Correlation of MCG and BSPM Maps at Rest with
Maps at Exercise

The mean correlations of individual MCG and BSPM
maps at rest with the corresponding individual maps at
the cessation of exercise are presented in Table 3. The
correlation at the ST segment and T wave was, on the
average, higher in BSPM than in MCG, but the differ-
ence was not significant.

FIGURE 5. Group-mean maps at ST50 : MCG „above… and BSPM „below… „a… at rest and „b… at the cessation of exercise. „c… The
difference maps. In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 0.5 pT, and in the BSPM 50 � V. The format
is the same as in Fig. 3.

FIGURE 6. Group-mean maps at Tmax : MCG „above… and BSPM „below… at „a… at rest and „b… at the cessation of exercise. „c… The
difference maps. In the MCG maps the step between two consecutive isofield lines is 0.5 pT, and in the BSPM 50 �V. The format
is the same as in Fig. 3.
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In Table 4, the correlations of the group-mean MCG
and BSPM maps at rest with the corresponding group-
mean maps at exercise are presented for all time points
evaluated. During the ST segment and T wave, the cor-
relation was lower in the MCG maps than in the BSPM
maps, indicating larger change due to exercise in the
MCG. In the QRS-complex integral maps, the correlation
was higher in the MCG than in the BSPM.

DISCUSSION

In this paper we present a comparison of multichannel
magnetocardiography with body surface potential map-
ping over the whole thorax in middle-aged healthy sub-
jects during exercise testing. The changes in spatial sig-
nal distribution due to exercise were relatively small and
the correlation coefficients between maps recorded at rest
and after exercise were of the same order in the MCG
and the BSPM. In the signal amplitude, however, a more
extensive change took place in the MCG compared to
the BSPM. The signal minimum at the ST segment and
at the T wave amplified in the MCG due to exercise. A
corresponding change was not observed in the BSPM.
The spatial pattern of the change in the MCG indicated a
magnetic flux component outward of the subject’s thorax
over the mapped area.

The MCG is a measurement of a vector field quantity,
whereas in the BSPM the electric potential is recorded.
Also the measurement geometries are different in the two
methods. Therefore, the extent of change induced by
exercise in the MCG and BSPM signals cannot be com-
pared directly. We calculated the statistical significance
of alteration due to exercise in the MCG and BSPM
separately. Thereafter, we compared the significance lev-
els and found the MCG signal to be amplified more due
to exercise than the BSPM signal.

Brockmeieret al. reported ST–T segment changes in
three healthy subjects in multichannel MCG after phar-

macological stress, not visible in 32-lead ECG. These
changes included ST-segment depression as well as
T-wave inversion with monopolar negative MCG maps
after stress. The authors suggested that these changes
were induced by vortex currents, not detectable by the
ECG.2 The findings of the present work with a larger
study population and more extensive spatial sampling in
the BSPM support the results by Brockmeieret al. The
monopolar MCG pattern found in the difference maps
might be induced by a circular current. Differences be-
tween the work presented earlier2 and this study in the
MCG field patterns after exercise could originate from
the different measurement setups. In particular the tho-
racic area covered by the cardiomagnetometer is likely to
affect the correlation coefficients calculated. Comparison
of exercise data recorded with both measurement setups
and transformed to the other configuration is needed to
evaluate this hypothesis.

A tendency to QRS potential range decrease and ST-
segment range increase due to exercise was found in the
BSPM. These results support the earlier findings by
McPhersonet al.10 in upright stress testing. In addition,
more extensive alterations were found in the MCG than
in the BSPM; a more significant decrease took place in
the signal range over the QRS complex, and a more
evident increase was found in the ST-segment range in
the MCG than in the BSPM.

Contrary to the BSPM, the MCG covers a limited
area of the thorax. Some significant features of the mag-
netic field, e.g., the positive signal extremum, may there-
fore be situated outside the mapped area. In this work
with MCG covering a limited area over the anterior
chest, the signal minimum was amplified at the ST seg-
ment and the T wave due to exercise. We do not expect
this amplification to vanish by extension of the mapping
area since the great majority of the maps evaluated had a
negative signal extremum over the mapped area both at
rest and after stress. The difference maps had a clear
negative extremum over the mapped area in all subjects
and time instants evaluated. Since the MCG signal has
the highest amplitude over the precordium it is unlikely
that a more extensive amplitude change due to exercise
will be found elsewhere.

The individual variation in the MCG and BSPM maps
was quantified with the mean correlation between indi-
vidual maps and the group-mean map. The variation was
lowest at the T-wave apex, where the signal amplitude is
also higher than at the ST segment. Therefore, the group-
mean maps of the T wave, presented here have a higher
value as reference data than the maps of the ST segment.
In the QRS complex, both negative and positive deflec-
tions contribute to the integral value, partially canceling
each other. This makes the integral map sensitive to the
morphology of the QRS complex and could explain the

TABLE 3. The mean correlations of individual magnetic field
and electric potential maps at rest with the corresponding

maps at the cessation of exercise.

QRSintegral J60 ST50 Tmax

MCG 0.78�0.36 0.70�0.30 0.74�0.27 0.84�0.14
BSPM 0.77�0.20 0.88�0.15 0.89�0.13 0.93�0.04

TABLE 4. Correlations of magnetic field and electric potential
group-mean maps at rest with the corresponding maps at the

cessation of exercise.

QRSintegral J60 ST50 Tmax

MCG 0.95 0.82 0.81 0.92
BSPM 0.73 0.95 0.94 0.95
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high variation in the integral maps within the study
group.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study population in this work was small and only
one female subject was included. Therefore, evaluation
of gender based differences between the MCG and
BSPM would require more recordings, especially with
female subjects. Technical limitations prevented the si-
multaneous recordings of the MCG and the 123-lead
BSPM, which would be the optimal arrangement for a
comparison of the two mappings. The two exercise re-
cordings were, however, performed in random order and
heart rates at peak exercise did not differ significantly.
Also, the time intervals for evaluation were selected us-
ing the ECG lead II which was recorded with the same
electrodes in both measurements.

CONCLUSION

In the development of magnetocardiographic methods
for the detection of exercise-induced ischemia, the pre-
cordial negative field component during the repolariza-
tion period of the cardiac cycle should be considered as
a normal response to physical exercise. Therefore, mag-
netocardiographic evaluation of myocardial ischemia
should not be based solely on ST-segment amplitude
changes used in the standard 12-lead ECG. Also the
changes of spatial field patterns should be taken into
account. The present study provides reference data for
future studies on exercise MCG.
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APPENDIX: INTERPOLATION WITH MINIMUM-
NORM ESTIMATION

The 33-channel axial gradiometer signals and the iso-
contour �MCG and BSP� maps and were interpolated
from the measured data using minimum-norm estimation
�MNE�.7 MNE is a current density fieldJ* defined as a
linear combination of the lead fields of the MCG coils or
BSPM electrodes,Lk : J* (r)��k�1

N �kLk(r). It is the
current distribution that has the smallest norm and is
compatible with the measured data. We define the next
matrix � consisting of inner products between the lead
fields of all sensor pairsLi and L j . Then, the weighting
coefficients�k are found from the measured MCG or
BSPM signalsbm by �k���1bm. Since the lead fields

in a large array are almost linearly dependent, regular-
ization techniques are needed to produce stable
estimates.7

Interpolation with MNE is based on evaluating the
lead fields of virtual sensors,Lk

s , and composing matrix
�� from the dot products between measurement and vir-
tual lead fields. The interpolated signals are then ob-
tained asbe�����1bm.3,13 For isocontour and axial gra-
diometer interpolation, the sensor array surface was
triangulated. The field componentBz perpendicular to the
surface was interpolated at each time instant by assuming
a virtual point sensor at each node on the triangulated
surface. Axial gradiometers (	Bz /	z) were interpolated
by placing a virtual axial sensor at each true sensor
point. For the BSPM, the corresponding potential value
interpolation was performed on the nodes of the standard
torso model.
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